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An arrow rest has great e� ect on 
accurate arrow � ight because it 
is the last point of contact with 

the arrow. For centuries, archers shot 
o�  the bow shelf or their � sts and some 
still do. However, today, using an arrow 
rest is mandatory for an overwhelming 
number of shooters because it greatly 
contributes to shooting accuracy. A 
modern arrow rest is extremely versa-
tile because it can be adjusted laterally 
to achieve the proper amount of center 
shot and it can be raised or lowered to 
have the right relationship to the nock-
ing point. 

Shoot through rests were very pop-
ular when they � rst appeared on the 
market but they had their limitations. 
Because the cock feather had to cleanly 
pass through the prongs of the rest for 
proper arrow � ight, shooting an arrow 
with helical � etching was just about out 
of the question because the spiral con-
� guration of the vanes would almost 
always make contact somewhere, giv-
ing archers nightmares when tuning 
bows. 

Later, containment style arrow 
rests became favorites of many hunters 
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Later, containment style arrow Later, containment style arrow 
rests became favorites of many hunters 

because they eliminated the possibility 
of the arrow falling from the rest. One of 
the most popular, the Whisker Biscuit, 
proved to be easy to install and very 
easy to tune but got the reputation of 
being hard on � etching. Over the years, 
that problem has been addressed and 
the rest remains popular. Containment 
style arrow rests either totally encircle 
the arrow or simultaneously contact 
the arrow in three spots, rigidly hold-
ing the arrow until it is shot. With a 
rest of this type, hunters are ready to 
shoot and regardless of the angle of the 
shot presented, they are con� dent their 
arrows won’t fall o�  the rest. 

On the downside, many shooters 
argue the problem with a full con-
tainment rest is that it is less forgiv-
ing of errors in shooting form because 
the arrow remains in contact with 
the rest for a longer period of time. 
Consequently, shooting form has to 
be absolutely perfect until the arrow 
clears the rest, or accuracy may suf-
fer. Make no mistake, these rests are 
still extremely popular and rests like 
the Whisker Biscuit or NAP’s Quick 
Tune full containment rest will remain 
popular with many shooters but with 
the advent and re� nement of full drop 
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away arrow rests, shooters are embrac-
ing them as a means for solving many 
arrow tuning issues that negatively 
a� ect accuracy. 

A drop away arrow rest is designed 
to fall out of the way after an arrow is 
launched, thus eliminating concerns 
about � etching clearance. At full draw, a 
drop away rest holds the arrow securely 
in shooting position until the arrow 
is released; then it moves downward 
to clear the arrow path. � is allows 
arrows with even large helical � etching 
to pass by the arrow shelf without mak-
ing contact. Most drop away arrow rests 
securely hold the arrow on the launch-
er arm and have a bar above the arrow 
for added security. � is way, a hunter 
has the added advantage of a full con-
tainment rest as well as a drop away, 
giving him the best of both worlds.  

Most drop away rests are actu-
ated by the movement of the bow’s 
buss cable or by the movement of the 
bow’s limbs, while a few react to the 
inertia of the shot. Many models are 
micro-adjustable and include vibration 
dampening features as well. � ere’s lit-
tle wonder why drop away arrow rests 
continue to be best sellers in pro shops 

Machined from aircraft grade 6061T-
6 aluminum, the Pro Drop rest by AAE 
promises to stand up to the most rugged 
hunting conditions. It features a urethane, 
overmolded spring steel launcher arm 
that is whisper quiet as the arrow is drawn 
and remains so after the shot. It is quick 
to install and simple to tune. It comes in 
black or this Mathews Lost Camo. 

The DOA rest by AAE is machined from 
tough, aircraft grade aluminum and prom-
ises to provide rugged strength under 
demanding hunting conditions. It is fully 
adaptable for both vertical and horizontal 
adjustments.

While not a true drop away rest, the 
Bodoodle Pro Lite II provides additional 
� etching clearance over a � xed rest. It uses 
� ns that are balanced on a pivoting cradle 
that’s carried on jeweled bearings. At the 
shot, the � ns pivot down due to the action 
of the arrow. It’s by Specialty Archery.
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around the country because modern 
drop away rests are arguably the most 
advanced rest designs available today. 
We decided to take a look at what’s 
available for customers and present a 
wider picture for your consideration. 
Here’s what we found, separated by 
brand. 

Arizona Archery Enterprises 
AAE introduced the Pro Drop and 

DOA rests several years ago and they 
have remained popular with shooters 
ever since. � e Pro Drop features limb 
activation and axles that rotate on two 
ball bearings, along with a spring steel 
launcher arm that is overmolded with 
urethane for stealth. 

Shooters will have peace of mind 
knowing the activation cord is made 
of stainless steel so it will never stretch 
or change. � e activation cable can be 
attached to either the upper or lower 
bow limb with AAE’s Limb Sandwich, 
which comes with a unique setscrew 
that makes timing adjustments easy. 
� is rest is machined from 6061-T6 
aluminum and has been designed 
with tight tolerances that promise 
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consistency, accuracy and durability. 
According to the folks at AAE, 

the DOA is a fast, accurate drop away 
arrow rest that will support and then 
drop out of the way of the fastest 
arrows. Two ball bearings support the 
stainless steel axle and contribute to 
unparalleled accuracy and long life. A 
delay mechanism in the trigger keeps 
the launcher arm cocked longer for 
added accuracy and stays up even if the 
shooter lets down. � e launcher arm 
is � exible to dampen the arrow during 
release and an eZ clamp is included to 
make attaching the activation cord to 
the buss cable a snap. 

� is year, AAE has introduced 
the new Hawkeye full capture fall 
away rest. With features like a � ex-
ible launcher arm, dual bushing system 
and precision ground axle along with a 
sliding launcher system, shooters will 
� nd they are getting a great rest at a 
great price. To make the deal even 
sweeter, the Hawkeye comes with an 
adjustable cage that provides full arrow 
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containment. 
Because of their advantages, drop 

away rests are now being embraced by 
some target and competition shooters 
and AAE’s Lil’ Freakshow full capture 
fall away rest is designed to advance 
the beginning target shooter to the 
next skill level. � is rest combines the 
safety of a full capture rest with the 
accuracy of the best target rests while 
the adjustable cage provides full arrow 
containment. To � nd out more about 
any of these rests, contact AAE at (928) 
772-9887.

Hamskea Archery 
Shooters looking for a durable, 

con� gurable, adjustable and high per-
formance arrow rest manufactured to 
the tightest tolerance and highest stan-
dards will be interested in the VersaRest 
by Hamskea Archery. � e accuracy and 
reliability of the VersaRest was proven 
on the tournament trail in 2012, with 
wins on the ASA, NFAA and FITA tours. 
� e VersaRest can be con� gured as 
either a top or bottom limb actuated 
rest. You can set it up as a cable actu-
ated fall away with a cable and cable 
slide. You can shoot it as a � xed blade 
or a full containment hunting rest, with 
all these options available right out of 
the package. Hamskea says this rest is 
built like a Panzer tank yet performs 
like a Swiss watch, having been proven 
in the � eld by taking game ranging 
from grizzly bear to whitetail deer. 

� e containment bracket of the 
VersaRest is made of 30 percent glass 
� lled nylon material, which is what 
is used in tactical weapon stocks for 
the United States military. A “tonsil” 
side gate allows the arrow to be easily 
loaded from the side of the rest and 
will accommodate all arrow sizes. � e 
full containment VersaRest also comes 
with one of three limb clamp options 
to accommodate every solid and split 
limb bow con� guration currently on 
the market. 

With the technology and tight 

Specialty Archery also has a Bodoodle 
rest speci� cally designed for � nger shoot-
ers. At the shot, these Timberdoodle II � ns 
pivot down and in to compensate for the 
archer’s paradox common with a � nger 
release. Smoke Quiet silencing tape is 
available to cover the � ns for hunting use.

Hamskea Archery Solutions introduced 
the VersaRest to tournament shoot-
ers in 2012 and now the same rest is 
being o� ered with full containment for 
those bowhunters demanding the same 
proven accuracy. The included wide blade 
launcher arm picks up the arrow in every 
position. Shooters have a choice of one of 
three limb clamp options to accommodate 
every solid and split limb con� guration on 
the market. 
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tolerances built into today’s bows, it’s 
important to have accessories with 
comparable tolerances that enable 
repeatable precision. � e VersaRest 
meets these criteria by being manu-
factured with tolerances that are 1/4 
the diameter of a human hair. It also 
features a non cantilevered design that 
captures the launcher arm on both 
sides. � e launcher arm rides on two 
stainless steel bearings that just about 
eliminate bearing wear and prevent any 
accuracy robbing side to side move-
ment. � e adjustable, nonslip cable 
lever arm for the pull cord attachment 
has eight repeatable position settings 
that allow the rest to be customized for 
each archer. � e cable lever arm � ts 
on an octagon shaped rod to eliminate 
the possibility of it ever slipping out of 
position. To � nd out more about this 
high end arrow rest, contact the com-
pany at (970) 978-8490.

Trophy Taker  
� e SmackDown Pro is a com-

pletely redesigned upgrade of Trophy 
Taker’s original SmackDown rests. Like 
their predecessors, the SmackDown 
Pro rests feature all metal construc-
tion; bullet-proof, no nonsense design 
and an unconditional lifetime war-
ranty. However, there are many other 
new features shooters are sure to like, 
including sleek contours, a slim design 
and a product that weighs 35 percent 
less than earlier models. Even the pivot 
lever has been redesigned to elimi-
nate cord wear and to provide a quick 
and easy cord length adjustment fea-
ture. New limb clasps with non-fraying 
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tension adjustment prevent cord wear 
and � t all of today’s bows. � ese new 
features are topped o�  with a high 
tech containment ring that full capture 
fanatics will love. � e ring utilizes a 
one way rubber � ap gate that captures 
the arrow once it is pushed through the 
opening. 

Hardcore bowhunters will be 
happy to know Trophy Taker did not 
compromise its commitment to dura-
bility because the 100 percent metal 
rests utilize stainless steel launch-
ers and axles that pivot inside super 
smooth dual bearings. � e Pro Series 
rests also feature built in launcher 
dampeners, a quick and easy cord 
length adjustment and newly rede-
signed limb attachment clamps. Full 
capture fanatics will appreciate how 
a new containment ring option of the 
Smackdown Pro FC fully captures the 
arrow once it is placed on the launcher 
arm. SmackDown Pro rests can be con-
� gured for attachment to the upper or 
lower limb or to the up or down bow 
cables. 

� e Smackdown Pro comes with 
the Pronghorn launcher and o� ers 
the same features as the Smackdown 
FC Pro without the full containment 
feature. � e X-Treme FC Pro and 
Pronghorn Pro models o� er the same 
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Hardcore bowhunters will be 
happy to know Trophy Taker did not 
compromise its commitment to dura-
bility because the 100 percent metal 
rests utilize stainless steel launch-
ers and axles that pivot inside super 
smooth dual bearings. � e Pro Series 
rests also feature built in launcher 
dampeners, a quick and easy cord 
length adjustment and newly rede-

features as the Smackdown models but 
are activated by the downward moving 
buss cable. 

� e X-Treme FC and Pronghorn 
rests are mid-priced models that are 
strong, simple and reliable and load 
quickly. � e X-Treme FC features a 
top slot containment ring and a pat-
ent pending, ultra-quiet full capture 
launcher while the Pronghorn is a non 
containment drop away. Hunters will 
appreciate the one of a kind PVC rub-
berized ring coating and that no tools 
or fasteners are required to quickly 
install the cable clamp. � e X-Treme FC 
and Pronghorn come in black, Realtree 
AP or Matthews Lost Camo patterns. 

410+ FT/SEC

The SmackDown Pro by TrophyTaker is a 
high quality limb activated rest that comes 
with a full containment option. Shooters 
will like its all metal construction, easy 
cord tension adjustment and full warranty. 

The Trophy Taker X-Treme FC Pro o� ers 
the same features as the Smackdown but 
is activated by the downward moving buss 
cable. Full capture fanatics will appreciate 
how for 2013, the containment ring option 
has been improved by utilizing a � exible 
rubber � ap to guard the ring opening 
and capture the arrow once it is pushed 
through the � ap and into the ring. It is a 
full-containment system featuring ultrasi-
lent loading while an enhanced pivot-lever 
design makes cord-length adjustments 
quick and easy. Dealers and shooters will 
also appreciate the bold, easy-to-see indi-
cator marks and the split-second down 
cable activation.

The Pronghorn Pro by Trophy Taker 
comes with a lightly narrowed mount-
ing plate for greater adjustability on 
bows with narrow risers. Shooters will be 
pleased to � nd the windage and elevation 
micro marks are clearly visible and make 
� ne-tuning a snap even in the � eld. 

Trophy Taker’s  X-Treme FC Original drop 
away rest o� ers shooters a one piece 
stainless steel launcher and highly visible 
windage and elevation marks that make 
adjustments quick and easy. The angled 
loading slot o� ers full arrow containment 
and holds the arrow in position regardless 
of the bow angle. 
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When someone on a tight budget 
enters your shop, he or she may be 
interested in either the X-Treme SL or 
the Pronghorn SL models because they 
are functional and reliable and come at 
the lowest possible price. � e X-Treme 
SL is only available in black while the 
Pronghorn SL comes in either black or 
a camo � nish. To learn more, contact 
Trophy Taker at (406) 826-0600.

Quality Archery Designs 
� e Ultrarest HDX is QAD’s top of 

the line drop away arrow rest, o� ering 
features like total arrow containment; 
a cam brake and dampeners; vertical, 

the Pronghorn SL models because they the Pronghorn SL models because they 
are functional and reliable and come at 
the lowest possible price. � e X-Treme 
SL is only available in black while the 
Pronghorn SL comes in either black or 
a camo � nish. To learn more, contact 

� e Ultrarest HDX is QAD’s top of � e Ultrarest HDX is QAD’s top of 
the line drop away arrow rest, o� ering the line drop away arrow rest, o� ering 
features like total arrow containment; 
a cam brake and dampeners; vertical, 

horizontal and overdraw adjustment 
capability; full draw indicator marks 
and a newly redesigned thumbwheel 
that promises to be more versatile than 
previous models. Before it ever leaves 
the factory, each QAD rest is held to 
precise tolerance speci� cations and is 
then put through strict quality control 
measures. 

� e HDX also features lockdown 
technology that guarantees the launch-
er arm will not bounce back after the 
shot to interfere with the arrow � etch-
ing. Archers who shoot ultra fast bows 

horizontal and overdraw adjustment 
capability; full draw indicator marks 
and a newly redesigned thumbwheel 
that promises to be more versatile than 
previous models. Before it ever leaves 
the factory, each QAD rest is held to 
precise tolerance speci� cations and is 
then put through strict quality control 

� e HDX also features lockdown 
technology that guarantees the launch-
er arm will not bounce back after the 
shot to interfere with the arrow � etch-
ing. Archers who shoot ultra fast bows 

will be interested to learn the QAD 
HDX allows for a higher spring tension 
and vane clearance on bows shot at 
over 400 feet per second. 

Close-in hunting conditions 
demand stealth and absolute quiet and 
the HDX promises both. Anti-vibration 
technology minimizes both noise 
and vibration, making this rest one of 
the quietest on the market while the 
included laser cut felt ensures a deadly 
silent draw. To add to its versatility, 
the HDX is now available in custom 
designed models to � t speci� c bows 

Featuring a tried and true Trophy Taker 
Fall-Away design, the Pronghorn o� ers 
plenty of � etch clearance and arrow cap-
ture. Constructed of rugged metal, this 
arrow rest tunes quickly and easily and 
features Trophy Taker’s patented fall-away 
launcher system. It is only available in a 
right hand model and comes with a life-
time warranty.

The Trophy Taker X-Treme SL o� ers shoot-
ers a perfect blend of fall-away accuracy 
and arrow containment in an a� ordable 
unit. Shooters will appreciate how quickly 
they can get an arrow into shooting posi-
tion and how the X-Treme SL ensures 
arrow capture and retention through 320 
degrees of bow rotation. This rest has a 
full capture launcher and an innovative 
vibration dampener that keeps noise to a 
minimum.

The Trophy Taker Pronghorn SL features 
the Pronghorn launcher with the addition 
of simple side lock windage adjustments 
and rotating elevation adjustments. Its 
streamlined design permits greater adjust-
ability on narrow riser bows.

The Ultrarest HDX by Quality Archery 
Designs now boasts a new sleek design 
and extra versatility that ensures smooth 
bow tuning. This year, the HDX is being 
o� ered in custom designed models that 
are intended to � t speci� c bow risers. A 
sleek new curved capture bar is standard 
and shooters will have red, pink, blue and 
green color options.

The UltraRest LD ProSeries rest comes 
in either a right or left hand model and is 
precision made of CNC aluminum, stain-
less steel and Delrin components while 
full draw indicator marks make it easy to 
adjust. It is only available in black. 

QAD’s Ultrarest Hunter may be lower 
in price but it is not short on features. It 
is precision made from CNC machined 
aluminum with stainless steel and Delrin 
components. A convenient thumbwheel 
makes this rest easy to load an arrow on  
while laser cut felt reduces noise. It comes 
with a 90 day warranty and is only avail-
able in black. 
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such as those from BowTech and PSE 
in addition to the dealer only Mathews 
and Hoyt models. It is available in 
black, Realtree, Lost Camo or Mossy 
Oak camou� age patterns or in custom 
red, pink, blue or green colors. 

� e Ultrarest LD Pro Series rest 
o� ers the same great features as the 
HDX model without the anti-vibration 
feature and color choice. It is only 
available in black and comes in either 

a right or left hand model. 
When it comes to exceptional 

value, the Ultrarest Hunter may be 
hard to beat. � is rest features total 
arrow containment and a noise reduc-
ing design that includes laser cut felt to 
further reduce the sound of an arrow 
being drawn across the rest. Made 
from precision CNC cut aluminum, 
the Hunter contains stainless steel 
and Delrin components that ensure it 
will last for many years. To learn more 
about these rests, contact QAD at (434) 
846-5839. 

Limbsaver 
Sims Vibration Laboratory is com-

mitted to engineering products utilizing 
state of the art technology and it o� ers 
shooters a wide range of archery prod-
ucts ranging from sound and vibration 
dampening systems to the new Proton 
DT bow. Not surprisingly, the company 
has a drop away arrow rest in this list of 
impressive products and it promises to 
live up to the Limbsaver name. 

� e main body is constructed of 
precision CNC machined 6063 alu-
minum, making it light yet durable. 
Shooters can expect weatherproof, 
smooth, fast and quiet performance 
delivered by a sealed twin ball bear-
ing system while Navcom technology 
reduces vibration and noise. 

� e rest incorporates a built-in 
adjustable stop for the launching arm, 

When it comes to exceptional 
value, the Ultrarest Hunter may be 
hard to beat. � is rest features total 
arrow containment and a noise reduc-
ing design that includes laser cut felt to 
further reduce the sound of an arrow further reduce the sound of an arrow 
being drawn across the rest. Made 
from precision CNC cut aluminum, 
the Hunter contains stainless steel 
and Delrin components that ensure it 
will last for many years. To learn more 
about these rests, contact QAD at (434) 

Sims Vibration Laboratory is com-
mitted to engineering products utilizing mitted to engineering products utilizing 
state of the art technology and it o� ers 
shooters a wide range of archery prod-
ucts ranging from sound and vibration 
dampening systems to the new Proton 
DT bow. Not surprisingly, the company DT bow. Not surprisingly, the company 
has a drop away arrow rest in this list of has a drop away arrow rest in this list of 
impressive products and it promises to 

� e main body is constructed of � e main body is constructed of 
precision CNC machined 6063 alu-
minum, making it light yet durable. 
Shooters can expect weatherproof, 
smooth, fast and quiet performance 
delivered by a sealed twin ball bear-
ing system while Navcom technology ing system while Navcom technology 

� e rest incorporates a built-in 
adjustable stop for the launching arm, 

allowing the arm to neatly rest on the 
dampening pad provided or to stop 
it just above the riser for a � oating 
rest arm. Two attachment points for 
the cord mount ensure you or your 
customers will have the adjustment 
needed to attach it to the buss cable or 
cable guard rod slide. Each rest comes 
with a specially designed arrow hold-
er that keeps the arrow aligned when 
the arrow is at rest and quiet as it is 
drawn across the launcher arm. A drop 
pad using Navcom technology reduces 
noise and launcher arm bounce-back 
and comes standard with the rest as 
well. Reach Limbsaver to learn more at 
(360) 427-6031.

Trophy Ridge 
� e Revolution arrow rest by 

Trophy Ridge is unique because 
it doesn’t fall out of the way of the 
arrow; it revolves out of the way. � e 
Revolution o� ers full arrow contain-
ment and full clearance coupled with 
quick and easy set up, saving the dealer 
time while allowing the shooter to be 
on the range shooting just minutes 
after taking the rest out of the box. 
� e Revolution’s internal components 
� ne tune the rest’s timing to the bow’s 
performance and minimize set up 
time. Because the rest rotates instead 
of drops, there is no bounce-back and 
no noise. If the bow has to be let down 
after being drawn, the rest remains in 
containment position and the hunter is 
still ready for the shot. 

Once the launcher arm is engaged 
around the arrow, the shooter will 

The launcher arm of the Revolution by 
Trophy Ridge provides excellent sup-
port upon the arrow’s release and in the 
blink of any eye, rotates out of the way. 
There is no bounce-back because after 
the shot, an internal mechanism locks the 
launcher arm in place and dampens noise. 
If a shooter must let down after drawing 
the arrow, the Revolution remains in the 
containment position. Silencer pads quiet 
the arrow through load, draw and release 
and customers will appreciate the limited 
lifetime warranty. It is available in right 
hand only.

The Dropzone Hunter is the original ver-
tical drop-away arrow rest from Trophy 
Ridge. It drops vertically for perfect clear-
ance without riser shelf contact. Rubber 
dampeners inside the rest and on the 
launcher arm ensure a silent draw and 
release while the vertical and horizontal 
adjustments make set-up and tuning 
simple matters. The launcher arm guard 
protects the rest arm against damage and 
the mounting arm contains three mount-
ing positions for easy set-up on any bow. 
A lockdown setscrew hole is provided for 
added security. It comes in black and is 
only available as a right hand model. 

The Code Red by Ripcord Technologies is 
an ultra fast fall away rest that connects 
to the downward traveling buss cable. The 
launcher arm has a distinctive red over-
molding that eliminates the need for using 
moleskin. Shooters who want to personal-
ize their bow setups will be interested to 
learn the launcher arm is available in pink 
or gray and is sold separately.
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The Limbsaver Fall-A-Way Arrow Rest is 
engineered to operate smoothly with a 
balanced twin-bearing system to quietly 
draw and release the arrow for the best 
possible performance. The arrow rest 
comes with a drop pad and arrow holder 
and features Sims Navcom technology to 
reduce noise and vibration. 
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never have to worry about the arrow 
rattling around the rest. Hunters will 
appreciate the included silencer pads 
that ensure the arrow will remain 
silent through load, draw and release. 
� e Revolution’s launcher arm is 
engineered to provide support as the 
arrow is released and then to quickly 
rotate out of the way of the � etching. 

never have to worry about the arrow never have to worry about the arrow 
rattling around the rest. Hunters will rattling around the rest. Hunters will 
appreciate the included silencer pads appreciate the included silencer pads 
that ensure the arrow will remain that ensure the arrow will remain 
silent through load, draw and release. silent through load, draw and release. 
� e Revolution’s launcher arm is � e Revolution’s launcher arm is 
engineered to provide support as the engineered to provide support as the 
arrow is released and then to quickly arrow is released and then to quickly 
rotate out of the way of the � etching. rotate out of the way of the � etching. 

For optimum accuracy, the internal 
mechanism prevents bounce-back and 
dampens noise to deliver a dead silent 
shot. 

Trophy Ridge has a second o� er-
ing for shooters preferring a traditional 
drop away arrow rest. � e Dropzone is 
a vertical drop away rest that is still a 

4343

For optimum accuracy, the internal 
mechanism prevents bounce-back and 
dampens noise to deliver a dead silent 

Trophy Ridge has a second o� er-
ing for shooters preferring a traditional 
drop away arrow rest. � e Dropzone is 
a vertical drop away rest that is still a 

favorite among hunters. � e launch-
er arm of the Dropzone falls cleanly 
away during the release and provides 
a completely unobstructed arrow � ight 
and consistent, accurate performance. 
Hunters will appreciate how the rub-
ber dampers keep the rest silent during 
draw and release. To � nd out more, 
contact the company at (812) 467-1200.

Ripcord Technologies 
� e Code Red drop away arrow rest 

provides users with an exclusive Arrow 
Containment System featuring a spe-
cial “arm” that holds the arrow on the 
arrow rest at all times. It is so secure, 
the bow can even be turned upside 
down without the arrow falling o� . � e 
Code Red o� ers a wide range of wind-
age adjustment and can be � ne-tuned 
to � t all compound bows. 

� e Slimline launcher arm of this 
rest is made of virtually indestructi-
ble, heavy-duty Delrin and it allows 
a shooter to move the rest inside the 
centershot for optimal tuning without 
riser interference. � e cord is o� set so 
it won’t interfere with the arrow and 
it has a redesigned cord opening for 

The Ripcord S.O.S. drop away rest is 
designed for those shooters with long 
draw lengths, light draw weights, nock 
travel issues or for those where bulky 
clothing may interfere with the shot. It 
has a gray overmolding and is available in 
black or Mathews Lost Camo. 

The new Pulse Auto Rest by Axion prom-
ises to guide arrows longer, drop faster 
and automatically reset itself for the 
next shot. The Pulse has been proven and 
tested on bows up to 400 feet per second 
and provides full arrow containment even 
at let-down. It is available in Lost Camo, 
Realtree Xtra, Mossy Oak In� nity, black or 
tactical colors. 
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dramatically prolonged cord life. An 
internal damper eliminates metal-to-
metal contact while a soft overmold-
ing eliminates hard contact between 
the arrow and the launcher, preventing 
any sound from reaching the ears of 
a big game animal. Hunters will like 
the extra-wide Launch Pad because 
it catches and cradles the arrow if the 
shooter lets down. � is rest doesn’t 
need to be re-cocked if the bow is 
redrawn. 

� e launcher and Launch Pad 
work in perfect unison to keep the 
arrow centered in the launcher while 
the Flex Fit serrated design of the pad 
allows it to conform to the curved or 
rounded risers on today’s bows. � e 
containment arm on the Code Red has 
three positions so that it � ts all bows 
and is slotted with a mortise groove so 
that the containment arm remains in 
place even if it gets bumped. 

� e Code Red rest o� ers a great 
deal of � exibility because it allows the 
shooter to shoot accurately whether the 
launcher arm is up or down. Normally, 
it’s cocked into the up position before 
the arrow is drawn and stays there 
until it’s released but if the shooter lets 
the arrow down in a hunting situation, 
the Launch Pad catches the arrow and 
keeps it in position for a follow-up 
opportunity. One feature of the Code 
Red not available on many other rests 
is that a shooter can dress up his bow 
by changing out the rest’s launcher and 
containment arm, which come in red, 
gray or pink. 

For customers with light draw 
weights or excessive draw lengths, the 
Ripcord S.O.S. may be the one to show. 

� e Code Red rest o� ers a great 
deal of � exibility because it allows the 
shooter to shoot accurately whether the 
launcher arm is up or down. Normally, 
it’s cocked into the up position before 
the arrow is drawn and stays there 
until it’s released but if the shooter lets 
the arrow down in a hunting situation, 
the Launch Pad catches the arrow and 
keeps it in position for a follow-up 
opportunity. One feature of the Code 
Red not available on many other rests 
is that a shooter can dress up his bow is that a shooter can dress up his bow 
by changing out the rest’s launcher and 
containment arm, which come in red, 

For customers with light draw For customers with light draw 
weights or excessive draw lengths, the 

S.O.S. stands for “Sustained Optimized 
Support” and it features a delayed fall-
away action. � is allows the rest to add 
stability to the arrow before the rest 
falls. � e S.O.S. attaches to the upward 
moving cable, which means it pulls 
the launcher arm down, eliminating 
launcher arm bounce-back. To learn 
more about these rests, contact the 
company at (406) 683-0100.

Axion Archery 
Most drop away arrow rests have to 

be re-cocked after a shot but the Pulse 
Auto Rest by Axion is unique in that the 
launcher arm resets itself and returns 
automatically to the ready position. � e 

Support” and it features a delayed fall-
away action. � is allows the rest to add 
stability to the arrow before the rest 
falls. � e S.O.S. attaches to the upward 
moving cable, which means it pulls 
the launcher arm down, eliminating the launcher arm down, eliminating 
launcher arm bounce-back. To learn 
more about these rests, contact the 

Most drop away arrow rests have to 
be re-cocked after a shot but the Pulse 

triggering cable on the Pulse attaches 
to the lower half of the bowstring or 
cable and enables the launcher arm 
to stay up and guide the arrow longer. 
An internal power retract mechanism 
engages and pulls the launcher arm out 
of the way up to � ve times faster than 
any previous spring loaded rest. � e 
result is straighter, more accurate arrow 
� ight with maximum � etching clear-
ance. After the shot cycle, an internal 

NAP’s proven Apache and Apache Micro-
Adjust drop away arrow rests feature all 
metal construction, which is covered with 
a stealthy dampening material applied 
to the arrow containment housing. The 
V-shaped launcher arm is self centering 
and comes with sound deadening felt pre 
installed. Laser indexed horizontal and 
vertical marks make � ne tuning this rest 
easy. It is available in right and left hand 
models with shooters having a choice of 
black or Realtree APG camo. 

The lightweight Apache Carbon arrow 
rest by NAP is available as  either a right or 
left hand model and features micro adjust 
capability. The Apache Carbon delivers the 
same reliable performance and durabil-
ity as previously released Apache models 
and comes equipped with the lightweight 
strength of carbon. This new, improved 
Apache drop-away rest weighs a mere 4 
ounces. Like the other Apache models, it 
delivers quiet, interference-free opera-
tion. Hunters will like how the tool free 
adjustment and laser-etched marks allow 
trouble free in the � eld � ne tuning. It is 
available as a right hand model only. 

Perfection never gets old and the original 
Limbdriver Pro, shown here in Mathews 
Lost Camo, continues to be a popular 
choice for both hunters and target shoot-
ers. Truer arrow � ight and greater accura-
cy are possible because of the spring steel 
launcher arm and adjustable spring ten-
sion. It is available in Mathews Lost Camo 
or the Realtree APG camo patterns. 

Vaportrail’s newer Limbdriver Pro-V drop 
away arrow rest promises to add 10 yards 
to a shooter’s e� ective shooting range 
while providing the most accurate and 
simplistic set-up possible. The rest has 
generous � etching clearance and limb 
driven pull away speed. To provide longer 
arrow support, the Pro-V is equipped with 
adjustable spring tension that supports 
the arrow longer during the shot cycle. 
The Mathews Pro-V Lost model is designed 
exclusively for newer Mathews bows. This 
rest features a “Mathews only” mounting 
bracket speci� c to the Mathews line. 

Hunters will � nd they can shoot at any 
angle with pinpoint accuracy and still 
have the arrow securely held by NAP’s 
Armorrest. This new rest only weighs 5 
ounces and is only available in black as a 
right hand model. 
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rotary dampener continues to apply 
pressure on the launcher arm, holding 
it down on the bow shelf and e� ective-
ly preventing the launcher arm from 
bouncing back and interfering with the 
arrow. For additional information, con-
tact the company at (330) 343-0900.

New Archery Products 
Since the introduction of the 

Apache Drop Away rest in 2010, the 
series has become known for durabili-
ty, value and reliable performance. � e 
Apache features all metal construc-
tion and is coated with a full cover-
age dampening material applied to the 
arrow containment housing, making 
it stealthy as well as reliable. Both the 
original Apache as well as the Apache 
Micro feature laser indexed horizontal 
and vertical marks for � ne tuning while 
the self centering, V-shaped launcher 
arm comes with preinstalled sound 
deadening felt for added stealth. 

� is year, the big news is that NAP 
has improved the original Apache by 
making it lighter. � e new 4 ounce 
Apache Carbon Drop Away arrow rest 

Micro feature laser indexed horizontal 
and vertical marks for � ne tuning while 
the self centering, V-shaped launcher 
arm comes with preinstalled sound 

� is year, the big news is that NAP 
has improved the original Apache by has improved the original Apache by 
making it lighter. � e new 4 ounce 
Apache Carbon Drop Away arrow rest 

o� ers laser etched graduations for 
adjustments and is as easy to use as 
the original Apache models but with a 
dramatic reduction in weight. 

Shooters will � nd the new car-
bon containment housing still loads 
from the side, so loading an arrow into 
shooting position is just as easy and 
fast as it was before. � e full contain-
ment Apache Carbon features the same 
stealth and containment capability as 
the original Apache and Apache Micro 
models while taking that proven per-
formance to a new level. � e Apache 
Carbon o� ers hunters the durability 
and reliability they’ve come to expect 
from the Apache name, only in a light-
er, more convenient option. 

When New Archery Products 
designed the Armorrest, it did so to 
answer many of the issues found in 
other rests. � e Armorrest is a full cap-
ture drop away rest that holds an arrow 
no matter what the angle and provides 
� etching clearance every time with any 
vane. A full rubber Armorshield mate-
rial on the body of the rest promises 
quiet yet rugged performance and tita-
nium arms are provided for less weight 
and added strength with no launcher 
arm bounce-back. � is small, light-
weight rest � ts all bows and will not 
open until the bow is � red. � is means 
a hunter can draw and let down as 
many times as he needs to without hav-
ing to reload or recock the rest. To learn 
more, contact NAP at (708) 488-2500.

o� ers laser etched graduations for 
adjustments and is as easy to use as 
the original Apache models but with a 

Shooters will � nd the new car-
bon containment housing still loads 
from the side, so loading an arrow into 
shooting position is just as easy and 
fast as it was before. � e full contain-
ment Apache Carbon features the same 
stealth and containment capability as 
the original Apache and Apache Micro 
models while taking that proven per-
formance to a new level. � e Apache 
Carbon o� ers hunters the durability Carbon o� ers hunters the durability 
and reliability they’ve come to expect 
from the Apache name, only in a light-

When New Archery Products 
designed the Armorrest, it did so to 
answer many of the issues found in 
other rests. � e Armorrest is a full cap-

VaporTrail 
Time-tested with proven perfec-

tion, the original Limbdriver Pro is still 
a solid foundation to Vapor Trail’s rest 
line and continues to be a popular 
addition to the bowhunter or target 
shooter’s setup. � is rest features a 
spring-steel launcher arm, a free-� oat-
ing head and adjustable spring-ten-
sion. As a result, the Limbdriver Pro is 
able to absorb initial arrow shock, pro-
ducing truer arrow � ight with incred-
ible accuracy. 

� e Limbdriver Pro is now oper-
able from either the top or the bottom 
limb, increasing options for a shooter’s 
personal setup preference; is available 
in Lost Camo, Realtree APG and Mossy 
Oak Break-Up In� nity and will soon 
be available in red, blue, silver, green, 
purple and pink custom target colors. 

� e Pro-V gained attention by 
becoming the � rst ever limb driven rest 
with a full-capture option, an adjust-
able spring tension and a free-� oating 
launcher arm. By supporting the arrow 
for 70 percent of the shot cycle, the 
Pro-V allows the arrow to reach the 
speed needed to stabilize itself before 
being pulled away, which contributes 
to an increase in accuracy and perfor-
mance, especially downrange. As the 
arrow is supported, the free-� oating 
launcher arm and adjustable spring-
tension pair up and allow the archer to 
� ne-tune the performance even further 
to his or her liking. 

� e newly introduced 2013 Pro-V 
model has become even quieter by 
increasing the size of the rubber damp-
ener. � e Pro-V is available in a variety 

The Vaportrail Micro Elite rest has been 
fully redesigned for 2013 and now utilizes 
a dual-bushing design, minute micro 
adjustability and the ability to oper-
ate from either the top or bottom limb. 
Shooters will like how silky-smooth micro 
adjustments on this rest add in the abil-
ity to � ne-tune it down to the smallest 
degree.

Many of the problems associated with 
traditional full-containment drop-away 
arrow rests are eliminated by the unique 
Opposition rest by Scha� er. This rest has 
two jaws: one jaw squeezes the arrow 
from the left and the other from the right. 
When the bow is � red, each jaw moves 
laterally out of the way and the arrow is 
launched without interference from any 
part of the rest. Because the jaws can’t 
bounce back, arrow and vane contact 
are eliminated. The Opposition rest has a 
push button that allows the archer to lock 
the arrow in place before he or she draws. 
If the button is not pushed ahead of time, 
the jaws quickly squeeze the arrow upon 
drawing the bow.

The newer Rubix from America’s Best 
Bowstrings features vertical and horizon-
tal micro-click adjustments for easy set up 
and tuning. The replaceable arrow holder 
can be easily converted from a target-style 
rest to a hunting style drop away rest for 
those shooters who do both.
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of custom launcher arm colors as well as 
being completely concealed in Mossy 
Oak Breakup In� nity.  Designed exclu-
sively for newer Mathews bows, the 
Pro-V Mathews Lost model features a 
Mathews-only mounting bracket and 
is decorated in high-de� nition Lost 
Camo that attractively completes the 
bowhunting setup. 

of custom launcher arm colors as well as of custom launcher arm colors as well as 
being completely concealed in Mossy being completely concealed in Mossy 
Oak Breakup In� nity.  Designed exclu-
sively for newer Mathews bows, the sively for newer Mathews bows, the 
Pro-V Mathews Lost model features a Pro-V Mathews Lost model features a 
Mathews-only mounting bracket and Mathews-only mounting bracket and 
is decorated in high-de� nition Lost is decorated in high-de� nition Lost 
Camo that attractively completes the Camo that attractively completes the 

According to VaporTrail General 
Manager Jerrod Meyer, the Micro-Elite 
rest has been selling phenomenally and 
it’s already seen use at many shoots 
all over the country. � e Micro-Elite 
features a dual bushing design that 
provides stability and protection and it 
can operate o�  the top or bottom limb. 
One of the great selling points of this 
rest is its adjustability that o� ers silky-
smooth micro adjustment and aids in 
the ability to � ne-tune the rest down to 
the tiniest of degrees. 

� e new dual-bearing design adds 
even more stability with zero room 
for slop, Meyer says, keeping those 
X-crushing groups where they need to 
be. It is available in black or custom 
colors, including green, blue, red, silver 
and hot pink. To learn more about any 
of these rests, contact the Ham Lake, 
Minnesota company at (763) 862-8870. 

Scha� er Performance Archery 
Scha� er is known for making 

tough, quiet and accurate arrow rests 
and the full containment Opposition 
arrow rest promises to be the tough-
est, quietest and most accurate arrow 

rest the company has ever o� ered. � e 
Opposition provides full arrow con-
tainment at rest and at full draw to 
minimize noise and maximizes the 
chance of making a good shot when it 
counts. 

Riser-Lock side plates provide a 
custom � t for any bow while elimi-
nating rest movement from mishaps 
or when moving through thick cover. 
� e Opposition features a unique, 
bounce-back free design without add-
ing unnecessary contraptions or com-
plexity to the rest. � is design makes 
vane clearance issues a thing of the 
past, even for the fastest short brace 
height bows. � e Opposition is made 
in the USA and o� ers shooters a bomb-
proof design that promises not to let 
them down while in the � eld. 

� e Opposition is available to 
� t right hand or left hand bows and 
comes with a black anodized � nish. 
To customize the rest for any bow, 
interchangeable side plates that lock 
the rest in position are available for 
Mathews, Hoyt and PSE and there is 
a Universal � t model as well. A riser 
lock eliminates any chance of the rest 

Impact Archery has introduced the new 
Glyder, a full capture drop away arrow 
rest that is quiet and accurate and o� ers 
easy set-up. This all metal rest o� ers 
shooters micro elevation adjustment 
capability and is available in both right 
and left hand models. 
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moving while hunting or traveling and 
hunters will never have to worry about 
making a bad shot because the rest 
moved. Reach Scha� er Performance 
Archery Products at (952) 894-8169 to 
learn more. 

America’s Best BowStrings 
Some shooters would give an 

eyetooth to � nd a click micro adjust-
able arrow rest but they needn’t go to 
that extreme because America’s Best 
Bowstrings has the Rubix and it may 
be just the rest for which they are look-
ing. � is one-of-a-kind arrow rest has 
.003 inch click adjustable horizontal 
and vertical adjustments and the blade 
pitch is adjustable from zero to 90 
degrees using a simple Allen screw rest 
adjustment. 

If that’s not enough, the Rubix can 
be converted from a blade launcher 
rest to a drop away arrow rest with 
two simple adjustments. � e versa-
tile Rubix ships complete with a semi 
capture drop away launcher for hunt-
ing and .008, .010 and .012 inch tar-
get launcher blades. Hunters needn’t 
worry about harsh weather conditions 

either because all internal parts and 
screws are stainless steel to resist cor-
rosion. Bow set up and tuning are 
a breeze and with the positive click 
adjustability, hunters who are also 

target archers will � nd the Rubix is the 
only rest they’ll need. Call America’s 
Best Bowstrings at (330) 893-7155 to 
learn more.

Impact Archery 
Impact Archery, an accessory 

manufacturer located in Alpharetta, 
Georgia, has added the Glyder drop 
away arrow rest to its extensive line of 
bow sights. Simple and dependable, 
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Loyal Mathews shooters will be interest-
ed in the DownForce rest, which promises 
maximum � etching clearance and more 
accurate arrow � ight. Easy to see index 
marks make � ne tuning easier. 

Mathews and Quality Archery Designs 
have partnered to o� er Mathews bow 
enthusiasts the new Mathews UltraRest, 
made to the same exacting standards 
hunters have come to expect from all 
Mathews and QAD products. The new rest 
features harmonic damping to ensure 
stealth in the deer woods and a special 
Mathews custom mounting bar that per-
fectly mates the rest to the bow riser. 
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the Glyder is designed to eliminate the 
possibility of the arrow falling from the 
rest. � e Glyder features replaceable 
Te� on launchers that totally capture 
the arrow and horizontal and micro-
vertical adjustment to make tuning 
simple. It is constructed from all CNC 
machined aluminum components and 
comes with a simple cord lock system. 
� e Glyder � ts all compound bow ris-
ers and comes only in black. To learn 
more, contact the company toll free at 
(877) 597-3811. 

Mathews 
Mathews genuine accessories are 

designed and manufactured to precise 
standards for optimum performance 
and to provide a perfect � t, � nish and 
quality to any Mathews bow. For die- 
hard Mathews enthusiasts, the com-
pany o� ers the DownForce arrow rest, 
which, unlike other rests, works o�  the 
bow string rather than the buss cable 
or limb. 

� e DownForce is unique in that 
the triggering cable on this rest attach-
es to the lower half of the bowstring 
and not the buss cable. As a result, the 

cradle stays with the arrow longer, pro-
viding the maximum amount of guid-
ance during release. � e power retract 
mechanism pulls away up to � ve times 
faster than previous models and pro-
vides maximum � etching clearance, 
resulting in straighter, more accurate 
arrow � ight. � e DownForce is only 
available through authorized Mathews 
dealers. 

� is year, Mathews has partnered 
with arrow rest manufacturer Quality 
Archery Designs (QAD) and has intro-
duced the Mathews Ultra Rest. � is 
collaboration joins the compatibility 
and versatility of the popular Ultra Rest 
with the standards Mathews is known 
for and optimizes performance while 
providing perfect � t, � nish and a qual-
ity complement to a Mathews bow. 

Featuring Smart Rest Technology, 
the Mathews Ultra Rest only drops 
when � red and not when letting 
down. With total � etching clearance, 
full arrow containment and Mathews 
Harmonic Dampers to remove excess 
vibration and noise, the Mathews Ultra 
Rest means your customer’s Mathews 
bow will perform to its full potential. 

SUMMARY
Drop away arrow rests are not new 

to the market or hunting scene and 
there is little doubt about the bene� ts 
they provide for both hunters and some 
target shooters. Hunting heads can 
be better stabilized with larger helical 
� etching and a drop away rest will per-
mit doing just that. Shooters will also 
� nd their accuracy is improved when 
using a drop away rest, especially when 
shooting under less than ideal � eld 
conditions. Because there is limited 
arrow contact, shooters can expect to 
see a slight increase in arrow speed as 
well. As a result, the drop away rest is 
becoming the rest of choice for bow-
hunters and an increasing number of 
target shooters because a quality drop 
away arrow rest will help customers 
attain success in the � eld as well as 
on the target range. Drop away arrow 
rests continue to gain additional mar-
ket share and fortunately for you and 
your customers, there is no shortage of 
rests from which to choose.   
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